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THE UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM teaches that the Holocaust was preventable and that by heeding warning signs and taking early action, individuals and governments can save lives. With this knowledge, the Simon-Skjodt Center for the Prevention of Genocide works to do for the victims of genocide today what the world failed to do for the Jews of Europe in the 1930s and 1940s. The mandate of the Simon-Skjodt Center is to alert the United States’ national conscience, influence policy makers, and stimulate worldwide action to prevent and work to halt acts of genocide or related crimes against humanity, and advance justice and accountability. Learn more at ushmm.org/genocide-prevention.

This policy update is a brief overview of key areas of concern. For more information, please see: https://www.ushmm.org/genocide-prevention/countries/syria

INTRODUCTION

Syrians took to the streets in 2011 to call for political reforms that would ensure basic rights and freedoms. President Bashar al-Assad’s government responded brutally, using anti-terror rhetoric as cover for targeting civilians in a violent campaign that has continued for more than a decade. According to the UN, the conflict has killed an estimated 300,000 civilians\(^1\) and has forced more than 13 million people,\(^2\) over half of Syria’s population, to flee their homes.

A devastating earthquake struck southern Turkey and northwest Syria on February 6, 2023, killing an estimated 50,000 people total,\(^3\) including approximately 6,000 in Syria.\(^4\) The disaster struck those—both internally displaced people in Syria and Syrian refugees in Turkey—who had previously fled mass atrocities and who were already living in vulnerable conditions. The catastrophic loss of life from the earthquake compounds the trauma on communities that had already suffered immensely.

Twelve years into the conflict, international attention may have faded, yet civilians in Syria remain at risk of mass atrocities. Governments should redouble efforts to protect vulnerable civilian populations and hold perpetrators accountable for mass atrocities, and should push back against efforts to normalize relations with the Syrian government.
MASS ATROCITY CRIMES

The Syrian government—with the assistance of Russia, Iran, and Iranian affiliated militia—has committed crimes against humanity and war crimes against Syrian civilians, including forced displacement; arbitrary detention; extrajudicial killings; enforced disappearances; sexual violence; torture; aerial bombardments in civilian areas, including the use of cluster and barrel bombs; attacks on hospitals, schools and markets; starvation through besiegement; chemical attacks; and the blocking of humanitarian convoys, medical supplies, and food from reaching those in need.³

By targeting civilian infrastructure, the Syrian government intentionally exacerbates the harm inflicted upon civilians, making sure that those injured in attacks cannot seek health care, that children cannot pursue their education, and that ordinary people in Syria can no longer pursue their livelihoods. At the height of the conflict, the Syrian government besieged cities⁴, cutting civilians off from life-saving assistance and deliberately plunging civilians into starvation, all while bombing the area. Many armed groups in Syria are reported to have targeted civilians, including forces opposing the Syrian government, extremist groups including the so-called Islamic State, and Turkish-backed militias—⁵—but the Syrian government and its allies have been responsible for the vast majority of attacks on civilians.

Mass arrests, detention, forced disappearance, and summary execution in the country’s notorious prison system has been a central strategy employed by the Assad regime. These crimes have featured prominently since the beginning of the crackdown on popular protests in 2011, when the first victims were teenagers who were arrested and tortured for anti-Assad graffiti.⁶ In the years since, approximately 100,000 people have been disappeared by the Syrian government.⁷ Several survivors of the government’s detention facilities have publicly shared shocking details of physical and psychological torture,⁸ and a military defector known as “Caesar” smuggled tens of thousands of images of the regime’s brutality, to the outside world.⁹ The government’s tactic of arrest, disappearance, and torture has been deployed by Syria’s leaders for decades, and the detention system likely will stay intact after the war. The government uses detention—and the threat of it—to create a climate of fear among the Syrian population, in particular civil society leaders and those who opposes Assad, and has wielded this fear as a way to control a terrorized population and deter dissent. Fear of arrest and detention is a key reason why people have fled, and why they feel it will still be unsafe to return home, even after the end of hostilities, if Assad were to remain in power.

As governments around the world develop strategies to approach reconciliation and reconstruction in Syria, criminal accountability for these crimes must be a paramount priority. Justice is a key demand of Syrian victims and survivors, and strong accountability efforts would signal to other authoritarian governments that they too would face serious consequences if they were to commit mass atrocities.

FUTURE RISKS TO CIVILIANS ACROSS THE COUNTRY

The underlying causes of the conflict—political mismanagement, corruption, and rampant human rights violations—have not been resolved. The Syrian government continues to employ strategies that deliberately inflict harm on civilian populations as a means of eliminating dissent and regaining lost territory. The ongoing unaddressed grievances, coupled with the ongoing atrocities and devastating trauma and loss from a dozen years of violent conflict, may trigger future mass protests and subsequent crackdowns. United Nations Special Envoy for Syria Geir Pederson has described the conflict in Syria as reaching a “strategic stalemate.”⁹ The involvement of multiple armed actors and proxy groups over the past twelve years has resulted in a fragmented state where the Syrian government, Syrian armed opposition groups, extremist
groups, and Turkey and Turkish-backed groups control different parts of the country.\textsuperscript{13} Twelve years into the conflict, the level of civilian casualties has diminished, but Syrian civilians still face a serious risk of mass atrocities.

1. One major concern is northwest Syria, notably Idlib province, one of the last remaining areas of opposition control and home to approximately three million civilians including nearly 1.9 million internally displaced persons\textsuperscript{14}—many of whom came to the area after fleeing attacks in other parts of the country. They have faced a long-term humanitarian crisis, as the Syrian government has delayed assistance from reaching the area.\textsuperscript{15} Before the February 6, 2023 earthquake, approximately 90 percent of the population in northwest Syria relied on humanitarian assistance for basic needs.\textsuperscript{16} Humanitarian needs among the civilian population—now reeling from the destruction of the earthquake—remain dire. There have been minimal and delayed efforts by the Syrian government to allow greater access,\textsuperscript{17} and while greater openness for aid is beneficial, these openings should not be opportunities for the Syrian government to exercise political leverage for its own benefit.

From April 2019 to March 2020, the Syrian government, aided by Russia, increased aerial bombardment of civilian areas and infrastructure, including hospitals. In less than a year, these attacks killed at least 1600 civilians and forcibly displaced approximately 1.4 million people.\textsuperscript{18} An uneasy peace emerged after a ceasefire agreement between Russia and Turkey in early 2020, but even the status quo is unsustainable; a November 2022 attack by Russia claimed civilian lives\textsuperscript{19} and in January 2023 the Syrian government reportedly increased artillery attacks in Idlib province.\textsuperscript{20}

2. Of the over 110,000 people forcibly disappeared in Syria since the beginning of the conflict,\textsuperscript{21} untold numbers remain in Syria’s detention centers today. Thousands of those detained have been executed in secret. Despite this evidence and the testimony of survivors released from detention, the Syrian government has only accepted responsibility for several hundred deaths in custody.

The Syrian government, with the support of the Russian and Iranian governments, has retaken areas of the country formerly held by opposition forces. In government-controlled areas, people perceived as “disloyal” to the government, including returning refugees, face the risk of detention and torture.\textsuperscript{22} The ongoing threat of detention and disappearance facing civilians in these areas is a sign that, even if the conflict were to come to an end, civilians will remain at risk.

3. The population of Rukban camp, an encampment in southern Syria along the Jordanian border very close to an area controlled by the U.S. military, has dwindled from 75,000 to approximately 10,000 people. The Syrian government and Russian forces have squeezed the people who remain in Rukban by cutting off humanitarian assistance and blocking smuggling routes for people to escape to safety.\textsuperscript{23} Vast numbers of people left the camp because of chronic shortages of food and other necessities, and returned to government-held areas where they now face risks of detention, torture, and forced conscription. Those living in Rukban today are facing severe aid shortages and have no good option to find safety. The United States has called on Syria and Russia to provide aid.\textsuperscript{24}
As the conflict enters its twelfth year, the international community seems to have pushed Syria lower on the list of policy priorities. Countries including the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, and others in the region, as well as some European countries, have begun normalizing relations with Syria.25

There has been some measured progress to secure accountability for atrocity crimes. The United Nations Human Rights Council established a Commission of Inquiry in August 2011 to investigate human rights violations in Syria,26 and the United Nations General Assembly established the International Impartial and Independent Mechanism for Syria in December 2016.27 In addition to these and other formal fact-finding mandates, a range of civil society groups within Syria and externally have documented evidence of war crimes and crimes against humanity, and have shared this information with the world. Promising efforts are moving forward to hold Syrian perpetrators of mass atrocities accountable in other countries; a case in Koblenz, Germany against a Syrian intelligence official resulted in the first guilty verdict for crimes against humanity perpetrated in Syria.28 There is an effort explored by the United Nations Secretary-General, and supported by some family members of those disappeared and detained, to clarify the fate of missing people in Syria,29 but to date progress in this area is stalled. Despite the wealth of evidence collected and these initial steps toward justice, perpetrators of crimes against humanity and war crimes continue to rule with impunity in Syria.
A WAY FORWARD FOR POLICYMAKERS

Efforts to halt mass atrocities against civilians in Syria have not been successful, which may lead policymakers to a state of fatigue or frustration. The ongoing nature of the crimes and the emerging spark of success regarding accountability should encourage policymakers to continue pressing for effective responses. Approaches that include ending the conflict, supporting accountability, assisting civilians at risk, and ensuring the non-acceptance of mass atrocities by the international community are all critical steps to protect Syrian civilians today.

Support accountability efforts.
- Focus information gathering resources on gaining insight into areas where the Syrian government has regained control. Monitor the risks to civilians in these areas and publicly call attention to risks they may face.
- Support civil society organizations within Syria and internationally who are documenting evidence of mass atrocities, including enforced disappearance and detention.
- Support prosecutions of perpetrators in third countries through the use of extraterritorial jurisdiction and consider additional options to facilitate prosecutions of high-level perpetrators and consider additional options to facilitate prosecutions of high-level perpetrators.
- Fully fund the International Impartial and Independent Mechanism to investigate mass atrocities in Syria and hold senior level perpetrators accountable.
- Working with survivors of detention and family members of those detained and disappeared, support the creation of an international institution focused on clarifying the fate and whereabouts of missing people in Syria.
- Support efforts to protect former detainees and family members who are testifying in prosecutions of Syrian officials.

Counter efforts to normalize relations with the Syrian government.
- Ensure any normalization of relations with the Syrian government is contingent on effective and genuine steps taken to halt atrocities, enact a political transition in the country, and support accountability for mass atrocities.

Support those in need.
- Support civil society organizations leading earthquake rescue, recovery, and relief efforts in areas of Syria not controlled by the Syrian government. Seek expanded opportunities for cross-border aid delivery. Press for tracking of aid sent via Damascus to ensure it is used as intended.
- Press Syria and Russia to allow humanitarian aid delivery to displaced people in Rukban camp.
- Support humanitarian assistance efforts for Syrian refugees, including mental health care and trauma-sensitive counseling. Support resettlement of refugees who will not be able to safely return to Syria. Ensure Syrians are not forced to return to Syria, where they may face the risk of mass atrocities.
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